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Dear Victoria
Please find below the latest copy of Victoria's Secrets... Victoria's Property Secrets...
Each month, this newsletter will include interesting, uplifting and inspiring news articles,
together with a series of articles of interest to homeowners and home buyers – property
market conditions, money-saving tips, home improvement advice, household safety
checklists,, real estate insider secrets, etc. I hope that this information is of value to you.
Please

feel

free

to

pass

these

articles

on

to

your

family

and

friends.

Warm regards, Victoria

Stylish, 3 bedroom, semi-detached cottage with pool
This delightful semi-detached cottage has everything the busy professional or young family needs!
Three double bedrooms, a family bathroom with spacious corner bath, and easily maintained garden
with pool!

Home deposit could score you a lower interest rate
Saving towards a deposit on a new home is not only a good way to prove that you are ready to take
on the additional costs of being a homeowner, but also has concrete benefits in potential lower
interest rates and a higher chance of having the loan amount granted.

Cape Town's CBD shows signs of impressive growth
Recent surveys show that Cape Town's central city is enjoying a regeneration which has partly been
responsible for its recognition as a top tourism and business destination.

Costs involved when purchasing a home
When it comes to purchasing a home there are more financial elements to take into consideration
than just the bond repayment. This is according Adrian Goslett, Regional Director and CEO of
RE/MAX of Southern Africa, who points out that while the bond repayment is a major consideration,
there are also a number of other costs that a potential home buyer will need to make provision for.
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